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About This Game

Tyr: Chains of Valhalla is inspired by Norse mythology, more precisely, the Ragnarök! In a technological world where
humanity depends on mega-corporations like Yggdrasil, big companies know no limits, competing for the global monopoly, and

foes are at the order of the day; someone has to put a balance in the city.

Tyr, creation of Professor Oswald Din, a.k.a. O.Din, has the mission to prevent Lemuz Oki, a.k.a. L.Oki, destroy the world
order and create a new realm of chaos to seize the biggest technology company, as well as control the entire world. Tyr, with the

help of Huginn & Muninn ("thought" and "memory") and his faithful Sleipnir, he will take the summit of Valhalla to stop the
evil plans of L.Oki and his group of vikings & robots.

In a nordic cyberpunk universe where the struggle between big corporations destroys the world as we know it, a hero must bring
order in this world. In Tyr: Chains of Valhalla you can meet the climax and impetus of the Ragnarök seen from a cyberpunk

perspective.

Tyr: Chains of Valhalla is a 2.5D shooter/platformer full of power-ups, vikings, robots, awesome and difficult bosses. Tyr:
Chains of Valhalla combines 3D scenarios and bosses with 2D characters and enemies.

The time is against you! So be quick, accurate and over all, powerful! Free the city of Midgard in this epic adventure through
these amazing levels and reach the last mission... Defeat all the bosses at once!
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Title: Tyr: Chains of Valhalla
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Ennui Studio
Publisher:
Ennui Studio
Release Date: 8 May, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Kaby Lake Core M3-7Y30 @ 2.6 GHz or AMD Athlon II X4 620 @ 2.6 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD Graphic 615 / AMD Radeon HD 6750M

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 5 GB available space

English,Japanese,Portuguese
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lip smack* noice. Overall it's a fun game.
+Great Graphics
+Good Controls
+Feels Arcadey (like House of the Dead)

-Weapons don't feel like they have enough force/power to them.
-Wish they had more weapon variety. A potentially enjoyable co-op concept...just way too many bugs. Based on other reviews,
the same issues seem to arise semi-regularly, bringing things to an abrupt hault. At least the devs have a good idea of what to fix.
(So I really hope they do!) I can't even remark on the puzzles, as I'm not sure if the problems we experienced had a direct
impact on them. I will say that the sudden inclusion of an 'alien cube' and framed portraits were too obtuse. (Spoilers? Maybe?)
I hope the story pulls it together later. The price is also a bit high (assuming it even works) for a timed game with no real
replayability. If you want to take the chance, I did not encounter enough to warn others against it; but the gamble alone can be
more of a deterrent.. Very nice driving back truck sim, if you want to practice driving back its right here and for that price its a
steal! Game sometime doesnt notice the impact on trailer or object and sometimes hit box may not be perfect but most of the
time it offers a very realistic driving experience with decent challenges to get all 3 medals for a level. Better with a wheel as you
wont be forced to go full turn like you would with WASAD.. A decent game at a relatively inexpensive price.

It still has many bugs, some of them game crashing, but overall the game appears quite stable and is very playable.

I look forward to seeing where the developer takes the game.. The game is a huge improvement over the 1st. The tracks are
actually challenging. If u screw up a rhythm lane it pretty much kills ur race. And u can finally CRASH if u case a jump. I do
feel like low speed cornering needs some attention also rear braking. From someone who has ridden dirt bikes most of my life i
know if i want my back tire to lock, i can get it to lock under any circumstances. Over all a huge improvement and i believe
worth the $50. Very easy to use. On start up you are given the option to have it sort your icons into fences, once this is done its a
simple matter of click and drag to sort your icons into your preference. Click on the sides or bottom to resize the fences and
click on the fence name to rename it. Several options from changing the colour to setting if the fences snap together or how far
you want then seperated. If like me and you find that you are always having numerous folders open or you close one only to
realise that you need it open again then the folder portal is a blessing as you can create a folder portal and then access these
folders direct from your desktop. Very handy product if you have wallpaper engine installed or you just want a clean desktop as
double click hides or restores the fences. Depending on how much you use it €10 maybe a little expensive or could be the
bargin of the year. Slow movement, chunky controls, onlogical camera mecanics.
Playing a game like this should be fun, it shouldn't feel like this.
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My second time reviewing (looks like I did not save the previous attempt). I love educational games. And this one is not only
educational it is stunningly beautiful too. Very immersive even if you just pllays it on a PC/laptop without the VR.. Its not a bad
game. Somewhat older graphics and style of gameplay. It seemed very simplified game at first but later it becomes harder as
you start to travel further from the begining. I realized later after constantly dying often that this wasnt so simple of a game.
Some creatures are extremely hard to kill, and the trick of running to edge of the map to heal on the other side of the next map,
is what I mostly did to try and survive. (that and to save often) Its a worthy game in my opinion and I enjoyed very much. Just
waiting for the next version to come out on steam.. Not to easy, not to hard - perfect.

advantages:
1. Good puzzles
2. Refreashed Portal Style
3. New testing elements.
4. New game mechanics.

Cons:
1. Weird voice lines.

Final rating:
This is one of best Portal Mods ever made.
You should play it 10/10

Thanks for reading.
Redstoncraft. This is a clickergame with elements of strategy.

So is it a yes or a no?
It´s a maybe. I say yes with a close call since it not a disaster and 2 hours went by in the first session and it's only 3 euros.. very
good vr rendition of the old game. Be good to see some upgraded graphics and different views but a finestart for those who
played in 2d. cool game, bought this bcs steam gave me sum coupon so i payed one euro. fun game. Imagine you're a red cube
trying to fit thru gaps in large block lettering, so as to able to move forward to the next set of block letters, etc. That pretty much
appears to be what this game is about.

I'll let you decide if you think that's fun.,.

(Note: Acquired via a bundle). Funny game. I like that you can defeat your enemies by trapping them into a toilet. Also it's fun
to play soccer while fighting. Great fun hilarious casual fighting game to play with a friend. Outstanding puzzle experience.
8\/10. This is Minter at his very best, one of the best shmups on Steam - highly recommended
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